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Curriculum Gains Provisional Approval
Faculty to Reconsider Calendar; Students Barred from Deliberation

Recording Secretary Charles Yeager at Sunday's Senate meeting. The
Senate voted to hold a referendum on the revised report. (Peter Devine)

Senate Plans Referendum
On Curriculum Revision

The Faculty of the College will
meet this afternoon at 4 p.m. to
complete their deliberations on the
final report of the Curriculum ReVision. Committee. During their
day long meeting on 1
' and
four hour meeting on .„ ..rday,
the Faculty gave provisional approval to all the recommendations
contained in the report with the
exception of those pertaining to
the academic calender. That topic
will come under consideration this
afternoon.
At the opening of their deliberations on Friday, the Faculty rejected a Senate motion calling for
the admission of students into the
meeting. The faculty also refused
to allow the student members of
the Curriculum Revision Committee, former Senate President
Leonard P. Mozzi '69 and Jeffrey
C. Green '70, and Stephen Lundeen
'69 to sit in on the deliberations.
Instead, the faculty invited them to
make a statement before leaving
the meeting. However, Mozzi and
Green declined, stating that the
gesture was mere tokenism.
Faculty members will have an
opportunity this afternoon to present further amendments to the
proposed curriculum before holding a final vote on the recommendations. Should the Faculty approve the curriculum, the Trustees
of the College will vote on the final
draft during their meeting of April

mendation on physical education.
The Faculty voted to grant a maximum: of .one course credit for a
year of physical education, and rejected the Committee's suggestion
that the notation' satisfactory.completion' or 'voluntary incomplete'
be placed on student transcripts.
While noting that the changes
made by the faculty are not final
until approved by the Trustees,
Professor of Physical Education
Karl Kurth stated that the athletic
department feels it "can reach
more boys if there is a requirement." However, he stated that he
was satisfied with the faculty action because "the College is off on
a new tangent, and we're trying to
be part of it." Kurth added that
"Some of the boys who really need
physical education may regret one
day that they have no ability in
squash, tennis, golf or swimming."

The faculty also voted to change
the recommendation that allowed a
student to drop a course any time
during the first third of a semester
without any penalty. The faculty
i" voted to shorten the time to three
': weeks.

On Saturday, the faculty decided
to postpone consideration of the
academic calendar because over
800 students had signed a petition
in opposition to the recommendation of the Curriculum Committee.
The major ciriticism of students
against the proposed calendar was
that it will result in examinations
that follow the Christmas vacation.
Under the present calendar, the
semester comes to an end before
the vacation.
Following the Saturday meeting,
the Committee on Curriculum Revision formulated the following
(Continued, on page 5)

Students Attack Present
College Grading'System

bv Jeff Bahrenburg
In their meeting Sunday night and to decide whether the educaRecently college educators and
"the Senate moved to have a refer- tional philosophy put forth in the
students alike have increasingly
introduction
is
consistent
with
the
endum on the curriculum report
expressed dislike for the present
report's actual substance. The
as passed by the faculty.
grading system.
referendum
will
be
held
after
the
The faculty rejectedtheSenate's
The undergraduate newspaper at
request Friday to open their meet- committee's report which is to be
Columbia reported last week in an
ing on the curriculum. Senators given next week.
article entitled "Degrading EducaPresident Lockwood and the
felt that student "approval or distibn" that students in a course in
faculty
members
of
the
exapproval of the curriculum, point
urban sociology have refused to
Most
of
the
recommendations
of
Curriculum
Committee
will
be
by point, in the form of dorm canaccept grades claiming that "the
the
Curriculum
Revision
Commitinvited
to
meet
with
the
Senate
at
vassing" would be necessary to
tee were accepted intact or with present grading system corrupts
accurately gauge student opinion its next meeting, 8 p.m., Sunday,
slight changes in their wording by the educational p r o c e s s . " At Harand assert the student's right to to discuss the new curriculum. At the
Faculty. The most significant vard the student paper reveafed
this meeting the Senate will also
vote.
change to the original report made that the staff of Social Science 125
elect
three
student
members
to
President of the Senate David
during the faculty meeting was is planning public hearings on the
W. Steuber noted that the faculty the Committee on Academic Stand- amending the Committee's recom- "removal of the course's grading
ing
and
Discipline.
rejection was. "somewhat to be
requirement and the general role
expected?' in that initially last year
of grades at Harvard." ...'."> V";
the Senate failed to use the groundAt Trinity much the Same feeling
work implicit in student reprewag expressed in the Minority R e sentation on the committee itself
port on Abolition of Grades pubto assert student opinion. The
lished in the February issue of.the
faculty did invite the student memTRIPOD. The Report stated that
bers of the Curriculum Revision
. by Richard Klibaner
grades are "more destructive than
Committee, former Senate Presi"There has been a great deal' should make it possible for a stu- constructive" and that as they a r e
dent Leonard P. Mozzi'69 and Jef- of discussion on educating for pro- dent to go on to a graduate or presently utilized, serve only to
frey C. Green '70, to make a state- fessional and graduate schools," professional school if he so "Instill fear and stifle curiosity."
ment before leaving the meeting.
In the Sunday addition to THE
commented Professor of physics desired," the statement continued.
Mozzi and Green, however, deLindsay stated that as a member NEW YORK TIMES, FredM. HeehRobert
Lindsay,
chairman
of
. clined, stating that what they Dr long-range planning subcom- of the Curriculum Revision Com- inger recognized the criticism
wanted was interaction between the — „ - „ mittee he had attempted to against the grading system at Harfaculty and students working in
mlttee which is discussing "To construct a curriculum which vard and Columbia as threefold.
unison, rather than a single lecWhat Purpose Shall We Educate," would include four characteristics.
(1) "Grades 'create an authoriture which would amount to nothing
in a TRIPOD interview Sunday. These include "a maximum oppor- tarian relationship between teachmore than mere tokenism.
Lindsay stated that a program tunity to explore the breadth and e r s and students,' giving the
which intends to prepare students width of his intellectual interests" teacher excessive powers over the
John P. Osier '70 pointed out
for graduate school "must have a for the studsnt, an education de- curriculum."
that the referendum should be concertain type of structure." Such a signed "to develop in the student
(2) "Grades promote conformity
ducted on a more fundamental
he continued, must make an enthusiasm for learning," and •-- acceptance of required course
- level. According to Osier, the program,
provision for graduate school, r e - "the growth of each individual as content and research oriented
referendum would be much more
quirements. According to Lindsay, a person with a set of unique qual- to the status quo."
valid if the Senate would pick out
in a program designed for " t e r - ities." Lindsay expressed his be(3) "Grades represent 'an undethe specific, obvious problems and
minal education" a student "can lief that the new curriculum, which sirable reward structure,' almfid
present them to the student body
be given greater responsibility on he described a s having "a minimum primarily at 'socializing students
rather than all 26 points. Many
his own and he can break out to ..of constraints." could achieve into the work force.'"
senators expressed the belief that
areas which a r e intrinsically in- these aim's.
The "basic concern," Hechinger
the curriculum itself was inconsisteresting to him."
tent with the philosophy the comAccording to Lindsay's state- added, is that "the whole business
According to a statement by
of "teaching is aimed at passing
mittee set in the introduction of
some members of the ment "there was universal recogits report. Osier stated that the' Lindsay
nition
that
the.
educated
man
or
committee expressed the opinion .
points are "not consistent with
woman shouldbe brought.intoconIn .their .official statement .re*
"that departmental majors, which tact
with the main problefflsiacing leased* in ~tw COLUMBIA- -DAILY
any philosophy, including the one
are structured with graduate society" -rather. lhan;."yi#;them-: "SPECf A-T.OR,."ilie 'sociology ituthey (the committee) wrote up
school requirements in mind, inthemselves."
fluenced the student's.attitude to- fromthe somewhat remote :posi- •.dents "clalffie"d tna;t:"rearTe;'af"nIttg
The Senate passed a. motion to
ward education in an adverse way." tion of the academic classroom." is actually hindered whehVgrades
establish an ad hoc committee to
"There was general recognition Lindsay commented that the "open are assigned for: a course," Ac'. (Continued on page 5)
investigate the curriculum report
of the fact that a Trinity education

Chairman Issues Statement
On Planning Sub-Committee

t e s t s . "

•••••.

:•"

;.-..

cording to the statement, "competition for attention and approval
from a central authority results .
in isolation1 and subdued hostility among students."
The Minority Report, which was
composed by Jeffry C. Green "70
and Leonard P, Mozzi.'69, also
notes this "isolation" of the instructor from the student. "With
the imposition of grades the teacher, instead of being a participant,
is forced to become in effect an.
'outsider.' Students view him: not
only as an instructor, but also as
(Continued on page 5)

Shepperson
To Deliver •; •.Mead Lecture
by Peter Crawford

The American contribution to
African Nationalism will be discussed by Professor George A. .
Shepperson at the Mead Lecture
on History in McCook auditorium
at 7:45 p.m. Thursday. Shepperson will also hold an open seminar and discussion on Africa and
the Black experience in America
in Alumni Lounge at 4:30 p.m.,
Thursday, sponsored by the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks.
Shepperson; who is the William Robertson Professor ol
Commonwealth and American
History -at the University of Edinburgh, is a distinguished authority: on Black history .and culture
in Africa, the Caribbean, and the^
United States. He is presently
Canadian.; Council- Visiting Professor of Commonwealth History
at-Dalhousie-University in Halifax,
Nova: Scotia; -He" is the :author of
•^INDEPENDENT AFRICA," some
other, works:.and; many articles.
.'Dt.vJames'Y.'Gomptonj'Associate Professor li of,; HistpKy. at the
College,"and a 'former coile'ague of
(Continued on page 5)
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Stage Company Presents
Competent 'Homecoming'
by Warren Kalbacker
the pauses which Pinter employs so
Charlotte Moore (Ruth) has what
With its production of "The often in his works. Indeed, the is certainly the most mysterious
Homecoming," the Hartford Stage actors spend much time in silence, part in the play. Treated almost as
Company once again proves that ignoring, or pretending to ignore much an object as a person, her
there is quality professional drama one another. The plot becomes character is written in a way
in this city. All the elements of more outlandish and shocking as reminiscent of the MatchsellGr in
theatre are handled with such com- the play proceeds - the climax is Pinter's "A Slight Ache." Ruth has
petence as to make Harold Pinter's positively outrageous. Lenny and few lines, but an overwhelming
work into a most absorbing presen- Joey make passes at Ruth, even- effect on the action of the play.
tation.
tually making love to her in the Miss Moore's Ruth becomes an
wooden"The Homecoming" is, of itself, presence of Teddy, who, in the enigma-monosyllabic,
a most intriguing play. It deals Pinter tradition, remains oblivious baffling and frustrating.
(Continued on page 6)
with the relationships between the to it all.
Director
Melvin Bernhardt
members of an all-male household
who live in a rundown dwelling in guides his actors with a sure hand.
a blighted area of London. There Wisely, he has the American cast
is Max, the "head" of the house - play its lines in a subdued English
bitter and often belligerent. There accent, which is convincing in its
are his two unmarried sons, Lenny, unobtrusiveness.
an effeminate pimp, and Joey, a
Jeremiah Sullivan
(Lenny)
dull aspiring boxer. Residing with stands out among the odd assortthem is Sam, Max's younger, men- ment of characters. Interesting for
The College's Symphonic Band
(Hartford Stage Company)
tally impotent brother. Into this pseudo-sophistication, he is a chief
Alan Gifford, David O. Petersen, and Charlotte Moore of the Hartford strange, tense atmosphere comes purveyor of absurdity, discussing Sunday night put on a sparkling
performance of French and AmerStage Company rehearse Harold Pinter's "The Homecoming."
Max's oldest son, Teddy who has noises in the night and inquiring ican music. Under the baton of
been
teaching philosophy in about the moment of his concep- Baird Hastings, the group demAmerica for six years. He brings tion. Sullivan's swaggering manner onstrated a remarkable and mawith 'ilm his wife Ruth', who has adds most of the humor, and much ture grasp of the 19th century
never met her husband's family. of the horror, to the play.
French style. .
A prime example of the"theatre
Berlioz' "Ballet Parisen," a selAs Max, Alan Gifford employs
of the absurd," "Homecoming" is changing, convincing facial ex- ection from four of the French
I
.
by D.J. Reilert
comic in the most macabre sense
operettas, was a fitThe Mothers were in Morning- though they didn't go through phy- of the word. Questions are asked/ pressions to portray a disil- composer's
1
side Heights the other night. Pre- sical (Turtles) or musical (Canned but never answered. Characters do lusioned, yet aggressive old man. ting opener for the program. Hastceded by a pseudo-cool but too- Heat) acrobatics, which
were not converse - they merely wait At one moment he reflects fondly ings' conducting was lively and
Columbian - for - my - country - initially impressive but boring in for a chance to speak. The subjects upon some person or event, the precise and reflected a keen apbumpkin - taste group called Meat the long run, and not indicative of of the various discourses are often next, he is angry and sarcastic. preciation of Offenbach.
At the end of the play. Max grovels
Robert Francks 1 performance
(pretty risque, n'est-cepas?), they much more than stamina.
trivial. The "Dialogue", usually before Ruth, pathetically pleading of the Berlioz "Serenade of Mephshuffled on stage for an hour-long
(Continued on page 6)
banal - and often punctuated by that he's not too old for her favors. istofeles" conplemented the symassault on one's patience.
phonic program excellently. ParNow, Frank Zappa is a genius.
ticularly impressive was this musHe plays many things, and there
ician's French diction; it was as
are a lot of people who swear
near
to perfect as anything that
he's the best guitarist anywhere.
has been heard in Goodwin TheHe zaps around the neck with the
atre.
weirdest jazz chords you'd ever
The band, though small in size,
wanna hear, and his leads are
exhibited tremendous versatility
very fast and blend beautifully
in dealing with several difficult
with the other instruments. I've
arrangements, particularly in
.been saying all along that 'We're
American composer Charles Ives'
Only In It For The Money' was
"Variations on America." The best
the best album of last year, so
playing for the evening must be
I can't be accused of outright
accredited to the trombone sechating this eleven man bofflesome
tion. Trumpeter Ed Wells, under
delicatessen.
student conductor Norman Aprill,
But it was a drag, Frank came
also did an outstanding job in the
out, gave everyone the finger,
symphonic rendition of "Man of
which
made
all the up-tight
La Mancha."
-straight-arrows and suburban What weaknesses the band has
: through - junior - year - revolare directly attributable to its size
utionaries giggle proudly, and told
and the heavy schedule of events
•them to make the "shortest, highit carries. The same instrumen: est noise you can whenever you
talists also perform in the College
••see this sign". From thence, the
orchestra and the football march: orchestra was geared into action,
ing band. It is ironic that their
each musician doing his' thing (at
greatest strengths are also brought
, :Zappa's command)forabouttwenty
out by this situation.' The small
r-minutes. Some cat in the balcony
(John Monacclo;
group is able to reshuffle itself
.began yelling "Hey Frank, you're
-outa sight", which he neatly timed Chip Keyes (left), Betty Paine^-and Dick Pale frolic in rehearsal of "The Alchemist" by Ben Johnson. The for all types of performances.
.'..••at five-minute, intervals for the Jesters will present the ptay, directed by George Nichols, in the Goodwin Theatre February 28 through Lack of full instrumentation is
little hindrance in light of the
" r e s t of the concert/The audience March 3.
group's innate talent and devotion
'chipped in with their yelps every
to the cause of instrumental munow and again, smiling that smile
sic at the College.
;,of satisfying participation.
.•'. Zappa .is-really... itito .his own.
\ 'thing... Zappa- is. really cool and
I P YOU
HAVE...
groovy. Zappa,.is,angry and carried away with himself, capable
of writing, and arranging bril^:
liant music, and then going too
J a r . He makes connections between the rock scene and polit i c s , implying (along with many
of us) that the former is most
realistically reflecting the real
mood of the times, and- that it
..should throw its weight into the
•sphere of the latter. But, with
OR MOKE WEEKLY THIS S O M E I S . . .
•the exception of
'Money', his
•albums) have been at times funny,
;at times well-written and superlative in getting an idea across,
, .but usually tedious, too. cool, and
©FFEBSIT!
"out of touch with what's happening

College Band
Demonstrates
Talent, Skill

Frumunda

Current Rock Sounds

faculty
advisor asks you
for advice?

;

. The Mothers of Invention are an
example of an act which is technically superior, potentially creative, but who is so involved with
"its mission that it is unable to
"relate it to the general social
crisis that it will have a healthy
•impact on its listeners.
. Spirit, the Turtles and Canned
: ; Heat showed up at Bustmell Thursday. .,,jSpirit,, has..been.ignored ior,.
over a year. Their second album
'•(given': an A: a few weeks back)
]';,;|isy finally, making waves on the
;c:;naiipnal:: chairts, i They were the
f:';;'mbst: ^mpre^5lye: :rn;usioally,; • al-•

^ Good Humor

CAMPUS
INTERVIEW

Think itover, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

MARCH 5
paying of

Many students working f u l l
summer averaged above $125
weekly. One out of three made
$133 or more weekly. One out
of four made $139 or more
weekly.
How to qualify for interview
(1) Minimum age 18. (2) Need
valid driver's license and be
able to drive clutch transmis-

sion. (3) Be in good physical
condition. No experience necessary, Work is easily learned . . .
and everything you need to succeed is supplied, free. You're
your own boss . . . work in the
open where people have been
buying GOOD HUMORforyears.
Sign up now for interview
See your Summer Placement
Director or Student Aid Officer
now.

Far your oynn.ThinH D»iuh Mug, send 75£ and your name and address

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F)
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Emil Gilels
Highlights
' Symphony
by Carlo Forzani

Visiting artist Emil Gilels' brilliant performance on the piano was
certainly the highlight of the Hartford Symphony concert last Wednesday evening at the Bushnell.
Born in Odessa, Russia in 1913,
Gilels began his musical studies
at the age of five and has been a
Europeain musical sensation ever
since he walked away with first
prize at the Ysaye Competition in
Brussels at the age of twenty-two.
Since 1955 Gilels has toured the
United States about every two
years, and his performance of
Brahms' Concerto No. 2 in B-Flat
was deserving ot the repeated acclaim he has constantly received
both here and in Europe,
It was evident that Gilels' personality complimented his technical command of the piano and
sparked his playing. Interpreting
Brahms' lyrical interplay between
vigorous and quiet themes excellently, Gilels displayed the sharp
timing and clear tone that gave
his performance the edge which the
Hartford Symphony chronically
lacks.
Haydn's "Symphony No. 46 in
• B Major" and Bartok's "Concerto
For Orchestra" preceded the
Brahms concerto with Gilels.
Haydn's symphony, with a small
orchestration of two oboes, two
horns, and strings, was written in
1772, the same year as the "Farewell Symphony." It is a relatively
minor work, but is fast moving and
very pleasant and made a good
opener. The Bartok concerto broke
the apparent continuity between the
Haydn piece and the Brahm's, and
(Continued on page 6)

Czech Group
Performs
At College
by Tim Woolsey

The Smetana Quartet came to the
College Sunday to play the works
of three Czech composers, Antonin
Dvorak, Leos Janacek, and Bedrich
Smetana.
The members of the group, Jiri
Novak and Lubomir Kostecky, violinists, Milan Skampa, violist, and
Antonin Kohout, cellist, perhaps
lack some of .the cool technical
precision and finish of the Julliard Quartet, however, this is
made up for by a wonderful warmth,
mellowness of tone, and unquestionable musicianship. It is
also notable that the quartet turned
offstage for the most part and
played even the difficult Janacek
from memory.
Their warm and singing tone
characterized the performance of
the unpretentious Dvorak "Terzette for Two Violins and Viola,"
a work that occasionally sounds
a little unbalanced for lack of
a -bass line that a cello
would
provide. More interesting1 was the
Janacek "Second Quartet 'Intimate
Pages'" composed in 1927, toward
the end of the composer's life. The
music is programmatic, describing Janacek's love affair with a
younger woman. It is extremely
• difficult, both to play, and to listen
to, due to its complex rhythms and
disjointed episodical style. It
does not keep the same rhythm for
more than a few measures at a
time. The Smetana Quartet's performance was so intense, and generated such excitement, that it left
the listerner a little limp afterwards.
The concert closed with the
very lyrical and romantic "Quartet
No. 1 in E Minor" by Smetana,
This selection, entitled "From My
life" by the composer, is also
programmatic, recalling various .
events from his youth. It is much
less difficult for both audience
and musicians,

some decisions are relatively unimportant
Where you put your engineering
tilent to work is not,
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth ;
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
;
!
"..;.:
'.."['
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well-when they do manage it. \
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Yourdegree can be a
BS. M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CH EM [CAL • C I V I L •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING . P H Y S I C S • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY 'MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.

Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
,

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTTORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT

WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u
n

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

An Equtt Opptrtudly fcwpfcyw
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Making Amends
The final report of the Curriculum Revision Committee has emerged
relatively unscathed from two days of faculty deliberations; and barring
unforeseen mutilations during their closing sessions, the undergraduate
community now has a fairly clear idea of the academic structure under
which it will operate next year.
The new curriculum is not--as the Committee conceded in their
original report-revolutionary; however, it does have enough sparkle to
be considered moderately avant-garde. It compares quite favorably with
the curricula, offered at other New England colleges. And considering
what presently exists at the College, the new curriculum will provide a
'dramatic change.
For those who hoped for radical educational innovations, the work
of the Committee is somewhat disappointing. The departmental
structure is still a basic foundation of academic endeavor; students are
still bound to fulfill 36 credit courses, the independent study program
is limited to one semester, and the traditional concept of grading will
persist at the College.
Nevertheless, the implications of the new curriculum tend to
diminish the threat of a restricted academic experience. We believe that
the most notable aspect of the curriculum is its flexibility. In contrast
to the present structure which places direct limitations upon the
initiative of students, the new curriculum has structures that appear to
be adaptable enough to accommodate the imaginative individual. Of
course, the success of the curriculum will depend upon the ability of
the students, faculty and administration to transform the implication of
change into a definite reality.

Communications Gap
The decision of the faculty to bar students from the deliberations on
the proposed curriculum was both inconsiderate and careless. Their
rude dismissal of the student members of the Curriculum Revision
Committee was without any possible justification.
: The arbitrary action of the faculty should not deter students from
. attempting to involve themselves in the decision making process of the
College. This is all the more important when the issue at stake is the
academic policy of the institution. .Unless the undergraduate
community is satisfied to have the faculty spoon-feed them a new
curriculum, it is vital that the students initiate an examination of the
curriculum. The Senate is. obliged to present a thorough critique of the
curriculum to the student body. Ultimately, the Senate should submit a
list of amendments and recommendations to the faculty and
administration for consideration.

New Curriculum Offers Comparative
Freedom, Breadth of Opportunity
Perhaps because Trinity Insists
on a pessimistic view of itself,
•the truly innovative qualities of
the new curriculum escaped notice.
But now even the curriculum at
Oregon's Reed College, which
along with Antioeh embodied educational Utopia for many at Trinity, suddenly appears restricting.
Though Reed is rich in interdisciplinary offerings, examination of
its latest catalog reveals a twoyear physical education requirement, and the absence of such opportunities as student teaching and
the open semester.
All the Little Three Colleges
work on some variation of distribution. At Amherst, all students
must complete a seven-course distribution requirement in departments outside their major. Three
interdisciplinary
introductory
courses, entitled "Problems of
Inquiry," are required during the
first two years. The school also
demands participation in a twoyear physical education program,
ani the fulfillment of a language
proficiency requirement.
Students at Williams must take
two courses in each of three divisions — Language and the Arts,
Social Studies, Science and Mathematics. Both language and physical education requirements must
also be fulfilled.
Independent study is available at
Amherst and Williams, but the
catalog's emphasize that the pro-

gram is available only to those of
superior ability.
Wesleyan's "guideline"program
is a more specific version of
Trinity's distribution guidelines.
Diversity through courses in seven
areas — English language, ancient and modern language, phil-

courses, plus a year of physical
education. Each student must complete one term of expository -writing, and a full-year course in the
Natural Sciences, Social Studies,
and the Humanities. Required also
are two additional full-year
courses outside the individual's

Williams:
Freshmen and Sophomores
are required to
distribute their courses:
(1) Language, Literature and
the Arts:
(2) Social Studies;
and (3)
Science and Mathematics."
osophy and religion, the arts, history and the social sciences,
mathematics, and the sciences —
is required. Like Williams, Wesleyan has an honors program.
More stringent than either Trinity or the Little Three, Harvard
requires a total of 5 1/2 full year

Amherst:
"A Bachelor of Arts degree is
awarded to students who...
complete three
Problems of Inquiry courses..,
satisfy

the Distribution Requirement
(seven courses outside the
major department)
...satisfy
the Language
Proficiency Requirement."

area of concentration.
Two years of physical education
and a three-year distribution re-,
quirement are stipulated in the
Vassar program. But there are alternatives for ungraded independent study, field work, and
reading courses. An experimental
program, in which students are
exempt from all except New York
State requirements, is available
to "highly qualified students."

Wesleyan:
Requirements
for the
degreesatisfaction
of guidelines
for
„
generalization.

Dante Film

Faculty Elections

EDITORIAL BOARD
EDITOR
., David W. Green '71
MANAGING EDITOR
Kenneth p. Winkler ' 7 1
ARTS EDITOR
J. Warren Kalbacker '71

NEWS EDITOR
Jeff Bahrenburg '72

SPORTS EDITOR
R o y A . Wentz '71

PHOTOGRAPHY EDITORS
William R. Rosser ' 7 1
Michael S. Sample '69

CITY EDITOR
Michael E. Trlgg '71
.

For Secretary: Rex IMeaverson
For Faculty Conference:

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
Steven Keeney ' 7 1
Alan M. Marchlsotto "71
William R. Reynolds ' 7 1

COPY EDITOR
Richard Klibarter '72

BUSINESS B O A R D
BUSINESS MANAGER
Alan M. Mendelson '69

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Rocco J. Maffel '72

•
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R.T. Thompson'71
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The Committee on Committees announced yesterday
the results of the elections for Faculty Secretary and
Faculty Conference which are as follows:

. "

in ;the..baserneiit of .Mather Hall, Trinity College

Im&MX^M^-MMMM^:^-^

Two-year terms: W. Miller Brown
Frank Child
James Cobbledick
Robert Stewart
One-year terms: Philip Bankwitz
Robert Battis
.Mario Poliferno
The Faculty Secretary will serve as the Chairman of the
Conference. The Trinity College Council has appointed
Richard Lee as its member of the Conference.

Michael Campo and John Dando's
film DANTE, which received its
second showing last Wednesday in
the Austin Arts Center,, proved a
generally successful first venture
into filmmaking- by the pair.
Any anslysis of the film must
take into account the fact that its
creaters are amateurs, with no
previous experience of this nature.
Most of its imperfections are technical ones, a direct result of their
unfamiliarity with the medium.
They mar an otherwise very fine
artistic effort.
The film concerns the life of
Dante Aleghieri, and the times in
which he lived. Campo's text shows
very clearly the relation between
the two, and their effect on the
poet's magnum opus, the DIVINE
COMEDY. The crispness andsim- •
plicity of the text, combined with
Dando's polished narration, engage
the viewer, without distractinghim
overmuch with the happenings on
the screen.
DANTE's most serious flaw is
its ineffectual ending, which attempts to evoke the feeling of the
poet's beatific vision but falls far
short emotionally. This is not to
overly discredit the film's makers,
for the task is a difficult one.
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Campuses Disrupted
Student disruption during the
past week at Duke, City College of
New York, and U. of Wisconsin
brought police and national guardsmen to quell the demonstrators.
The demonstrations were conducted to support demands made
by Negro students to have stronger
control of their education.
Black students at U. of Wisconsin in revolt all week demonstrated
for the immediate establishment of
a Black Studies Program, that
would not only have an autonomous
status, but would be entirely con~.
trolled by Black students and
faculty. Such a program would then
give to the student the right to
hire and to fire all administrators
and professors involved in any way
with Black education. Further demands for more Black counselors
and Black athletic scholarships

were sought through the campus
disruptions.
The first rebellion at a white
Southern university began at Duke
this past week. The Negroes' demands, supported by many white
students, included: a Black Education Program in which there would
be no grading; a special dormitory for Negroes; a Black Student Onion building; and more
Negro students and professors.
Puerto Ricans joined Negro students at CCNY last week to
assert through demonstration their
dissatisfaction with racist conditions on the City College campus.
Among the most impressive of the
students' demands were that students ought to have a voice in the
SEEK program, a program that
recruits and aids students from
poverty areas.
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15 Students Confront
Williams Faculty

Curriculum:;

(Continued from page 1)
clarifications and adjustments.to
the calendar that they originally
recommended:
At a recent faculty meeting at
A motion was then passed bythe
1. All class assignments, to inWilliams, fifteen students con- faculty requesting the students to
clude writing and reading assignfronted the faculty by attempting to leave before the meeting was called
ments shall be completed before
attend the meeting without prior to order, but the students were
the
Christmas vacation period.
permission necessary for student allowed to read a prepared state2.
For all first semester
attendance. The students, looking ment asserting their reasons for
courses, examinations are given at
for an arrangement by which their coming to the meeting. The
the discretion of the insturctor. if
students could participate more di- actions of the 15 students were not
there is to be an examination, it
rectly in currieular and academic considered to be illegal because
will be announced in the
decisions, were asked to leave be- the students attempted to exercise
ANNOUNCEMENT OF COURSES.
fore the meeting was called a more' powerful role in deciding
3. The Thanksgiving Open Perto order.
academic changes and reforms.
iod will "be maintained at a full
Arriving before the meeting beweek at the expense of the October •
gan, the students understood that
Period, if necessary.
important currieular reforms
4. To increase the effective use
(Continued
from
page
1)
were to be discussed at the meetof the October Open Period, major
Shepperson
at
Edinburgh,
stated
ing and the students, as members
projects in courses will be asof the Williams community, sought that Shepperson is "Not only a dissigned before that open period.
to observe the proceedings of the tinguished scholar, but also has a
5. No College-wide sanctions
meetings. As reported in the Wil- strong sense of personal involveshall apply to class periods imliams Record, students did not ment in African, nationalism and
mediately following Open Periods
come to the meeting to disrupt the its relation to the Black experience
and
vacations.,
.
proceedings, but rather to 'in- elsewhere." Compton added that
6. Depending on the number of
crease the collective awareness of "This is not just a scholarly thing,
courses in which examinations are
the community and to stimulate it is something that he's been ingiven during the. first term, there
volved in for a long time."
more meaningful dialogue.'
is the possibility of extending the
Christmas vacation by shortening
the examination period.
The Curriculum Revision Committee, emphasized the fact that it
is convenient to maintain a calenThe Committee on Disciplinary ' Columbia —.19% fewer highschool . dar that is in harmony with Vassar
Affairs at Columbia has terminated j students applied for admission this and the ten-college agreement of
all disciplinary sentences and pun- year. A 25% increase in Black stu- which Trinity is a part.
ishments resulting from last dent applications resulting from a
spring's demonstrations. The recruiting program initiated by the .
committee further declared that all Students' Afro-American Society
disciplinary action notations on offsets the general decline though.
(Continued from page 1)
student records would be removed SAS representatives have visited
from accused students and such every major city in the Northeast - someone sent to evaluate their
notations of discipline would be to recruit black applicants*
performance, and they naturally
considered inadmissible evidence
tend to subordinate learning to
in any future disciplinary proceedpleasing the instructor."
.
ings.'
The Columbia students concluded, "Although a few outstanding professors are able to mitiThe committee, granted by the WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19,1969
gate effects of the essentially, coUniversity, full and final authority
Bradlees - B.H., C. 3
ercive role they currently play,
on all disciplinary matters, anDepartment of the Army and the
none can escape the grading sysnounced all students who were sus- Air Force - B.H., C. 4
pended may re-apply for adrrii ssion
Westinghouse Electric Corpora- tem's perverting what could be
a meaningful student-teacher relaunder normal admission proce- tion - B.H., C. 1
tionship."
dures. Until January, 9 months
after the spring demonstrations, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1969
Hechinger noted that the: ?'-bedonly 250, of the 500 students facing
rosk issues" could be summarized
disciplinary action had been conBearing Company - B.H.
in two words: "selectivity and comvicted with the other 250 cases still c. Fafnir
i
. ' • • . . •
petition," He stressed that, "as
pending before the established disMetropolitan Life Insurance
long as colleges, professional
ciplinary tribunals.
Company - B.H., C. 3 .
schools, professions and, employ- Though the Committee's findXerox Field Sales - B.H., C. 4
ers are selective, they will demand
ings and final report recommended
Xerox - Product Development,
yardsticks," and that "grades tend
a termination of all University dis- Manufacturing, Research, Control,
be be less open to (though no
ciplinary punishments and pro- Finance, Programming-B.H., C, 2
absolute safeguard/ against) disceedings,at least 500 students and
Win.
Hall
High
School,
West
Hartcrimination _and. other subjective
non-students
face
criminal ford - Placement Reading Room
considerations."
Hechinger pointcharges in criminal court for their
ed out that while Left ideologies
demonstration participation. Many FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1969
want the ho'n-competitive apstudents remain dissatisfied with
proach, "in practice, human nature
the committee decision since it
does not seem"to live,up to• the
New England Mutual Life Infalls short of endorsing the demon- surance
ideal concept that individuals, will
Company
B,H.
C.
2
;
stration last spring.
do best when they complete only
Sperry Rand, ..Gyroscope DiviThe demonstration. has had a sion - B.HM C. 1
with themselves."
;.
marked effect on applicants to

Shepperson

Steuber Announces Senate
Groups; Urges Involvement I Columbia Lifts Sentences
In a TRIPOD interview Sunday,
Senate President David Steuber'70
stated that he would encourage student participation in eight newly
established committees. In his
platform, Steuber had noted that
several areas needed "immediate
attention."
The committees will concern
themselves with such areas as
community relations, social relations, judiciary procedures,
Senate revision, academic revision, finance, long range planning, and Junior adviser selection.
He announced his choice of Andrew
Lipps '71 to head the Judiciary
Committee. Steuber described
Lipps as "a good worker." Lipps
was active in the judiciary committee of last year's Senate.
Steuber stated that forms
requesting student volunteers were
to be sent out Monday. During his
Presidential campaign, he had said
he would be satisfied with a onetenth return, but added that he
hoped for more. The committees
should, according to Steuber, be
made up of approximately eight
students.
Steuber said he feels that these
committees are necessary because
there is a "need for organization
in the Senate." He pointed out that
last year's Senators did most of the
work themselves as a body,
and "really didn't do a thing." The
committees, as he describes them,
can be used to "iron out problems and save time."

Steuber commented that these
committees will replace the
existing committees, and added
that AD HOC committees would
be formed if necessary.
When asked whether he would
seek the Senate's approval of his
committees, he answered that this
was not necessary, because it was
his "Presidential prerogative" to
establish such committees.

Lindsay Statement
(Continued from page 1)
semester will provide this kind of
educational experience." Lindsay
stated that the open semester would
allow a student to do "some fairly
pure research or get much closer
first hand experience" in his field
of study.
Lindsay expressed disagreement with a suggestion by a
member of the sub-committee that
"grades should be abolished and
written evaluations provided for
all external reference needs,"
Lindsay stated that he felt "grades
have some value. He noted that the
curriculum revision report provides for the establishment of a
committee to discuss any possible
changes in the grading system.
Lindsay expressed the hope that
the committee would issue "a
report which will deal with some
of the objections" which have been
raised to the elimination of grades.

Grading

Placement

Page 6

Frumunda .
(Continued from page 2)
Spirit is blending jazz with rock.
Without much brass but a hearty,
spooky piano augmented,by heavy
bass, the,styles cross again and
again, finally resolving in dreamy
instrumental passages, Spirit has
real musicians, knows howto color
and blend, and mixes very well.
The Turtles put on a dumb
stage act, but their singing and
playing -were, adequate, Vocals are
very strong, but instruments lack
any originality whatsoever. One
Turtle said to Ed Cassldy, Spirit
drummer; "Hey, we'd really like
to get together with you, and really
learn how to play. We do shit.
You guys' are really into something; we could really learn from
each other."
Canned Heat is nice, aloof, and
enthusiastic. They play well, especially when melody takes off,
but it gets tiring to hear the
Boogie for over a half-hour. Have
pity, man! After, three hours of
amplified notes, ya get tired of
a bass solo past five minutes,
no matter how loud it is. ,
But after these little.peeves, all
three groups;:were'nic6!, and Hartford 'was treated';tb-an excellent
sfcow. More power to WDRC. A. R,,
for now, friends.
'..•.'•::•

Homecoming
, (Continued from, page ;2)
The other cast members are
somewhat less noticeable. David 0.
Petersen as- Teddy seems much too
overshadowed by his wife. Ed
Preble is somewhat less than effective as the ineffectual Sam. And.
finally, the young, gawky Joey is
overplayed : by . Anthony Heald,
whose bowlegged stance does not
contribute to the characterization.
."The Homecoming" is staged on
a- stark, almost stylized sei designed by Santo Loquasto. The various shades of black and gray
and ..the worn furniture contribute
a;, sense of decay which serves to
make the play all the more absorbing. The Stage Company continuously demonstrates cornpe- .
teriee in this area of the theatre.
Non-communication, belligerence, blight- these are the elements with which "The Homecoming" is concerned. These are
thei elements which the Hartford
Stage Company conveys so well
in its production of the play.

Symphony
(Continued from page 3)
presented the composer's familiar
erratic interruption of themes and
sharp juxtaposition of sounds, Bartok himself wrote that the tendency
of the -work was to treat the single
orchestral Instruments in a CONCERTANT or soloistic manner.
The* concerto does gather up the
divergent themes of its first four
movements in the fifth, the
"Finale."
:.: Ths Hartford Symphony's playing, while failing to match the excellence of Gilels', was better than
average. It was smooth and hit all
tfie notes, and conductor Arthur
Mnograd handled the Bartok
selection well, considering its difficulty. Along with Gilels, principle
violoncellist Jonathan Miller surpassed the rest of the: orchestra
with an especially fine performance.
Perhaps symphony orchestras,
along with cheese and wine, grow
better with age. The winter concert season is moving into its
latter portion. If the coming visiting artists are as good as this
month's; was, the final performances cpuid be good. Tickets
are in order if you can't make it
to New York or Philadelphia.
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Hoop Fortunes. Fade As
Bantams Beaten Twice
Trinity will have to experience
Another week has gone by for
the Trinity basketballers, and in a more balanced scoring attack if
typical Trinity fashion, two more they expect to improve on their
games were dropped to up the count 5-11 mark during the season's final
to five in a row and seven out five games. This week finds the
of the last eieht games olaved lost. Bants entertaining Coast Guard
This week's delighted opponents in- while on Saturday, the Hilltoppers
cluded Wesleyan on Wednesday and will travel crosstown to meet city
rival Hartford, one of the hottest
Kings Point Saturday night.
Wednesday's Middletowncontest teams in the area. Trin emerged
saw Wesleyan reverse an earlier with a tight one-point win over
one-point defeat at the hands of the Coasties in the teams' first
the Bants with a 99-84 win. Trinity encounter at New London, and with
took a brief lead in the game's the home court advantage, the
outset, but the Cardinals came Bantams should be favorites. But
roaring back to hold a 43-32 half- Trinity seems a difficult team to
favor due to its erratic perfortime edge.
Jack Sitarz and Joe Summa of mances of late, and the Bants will
the host team combined for 63 have to come up with more scoring
points in the contest and their punch besides Pantalone and
Greenblatt if they expect to end a
power kept Wesleyan on top
rather dismal season on a light
throughout the second half. The
closest Trin came was 64-61, but note.
a brief Cardinal rally settled matters quickly for Wesleyan's fifth
win in 15 contests.
Bantam coach Robie Shults attributed the Wesleyan win to the
Cardinal's especially hot shooting
performance, over 50% from the
floor. "But we're looking forward
The Frosh Swimming' team was
to the rubber match with Wesleyan
back at full strength Saturday for
on Feb. 25 here." Joe Pantalone
a meet with Trinity^ Pawl ing, but
and Howie Greenblatt continued to
they just weren't strong enough,
be the only consistent Bantam
as they went down to defeat by a
scorers, tossing in 29 and 27 r e score of 60-34. They still have
spectively.
yet to win a meet, while losing
Saturday's contest with Kings
eight.
Point was strictly no contest, as
John Chase opened the scoring
the visiting Hilltoppers fell prey
for the Bantams when he placed
to a fine host squad, 83-75. Trln's
second in the 200 Freestyle. Chip
Pantalone led all scorers in the
Riehl then took the >nly individual
game with 30 points, but it was
first Trinity was tc have all afternot enough to keep Kings Point
noon when he won the 50 yard
from wrapping, up its 11th win in
freestyle. The rest of the Ban16 games.
tam scoring was as follows: Bob
The Kingsmen rolled in the first
Walker took second in the 200
half, as they took a commanding
Individual Medley, Jerry Ferrari
52-39 edge at Intermission. Shults
placed second in the Diving, Riehl
felt the long trip to New York afsecond in the 100 yard Butterfly,
fected the club in this half, and
Derrick Mansell s.ecpnd, and Chase
the Trinity performance bears this
third in the 100 yeai '.Freestyle.
opinion out, as the Bants nearly
David Livingston was third in the
pulled the game out. With four
100 yard backstroke. This race
minutes remaining, in the game,
also featured the debut of ace
Trinity closed the gap to 71^65,
Racqueteer John Heppe as
a
but a pair of consecutive buckets
backstroker. He was disqualified.
by the host squad put an abrupt
Mike Seifert took third in the 100
end to any faint hope Trinity had
yard Freestyle and John Chase
of a victory.
v.v'
was second, and Jack Braley third
Beside Pantalone, the only other
in the 100 yard Breaststroke.
Trinity player to break double
figures -was Greenblatt with 16.
The last event of the day was
Shults also had nothing but praise
the Freestyle Relay. The Bantam
for the performance of Jack Godentry of Livingston, Riehl, D'Agofrey, the team's captain and new- . stino, and Mansell was victorious
est starter.
in this race.

Pawling Trips
Cub Mermen

FIGHT
FOR
CLEAN
THEMES!
Refuse anything but Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!
Mistakes vanish. Even fingerprints
disappear from the special surface.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets you
erase without a trace. Are you going to
stand in the way of cleanli ness?
Get Eaton's'Corrasable today. In light, /
medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. 100-sheet packets and
' 500-sheet ream boxes. At Stationery
• '
Stores and Departments.
Only Eaton makes Corrasabfe.®

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton• Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Swimmers Still Suffer
A quick glance at last week's
varsity swim results seem to be
very similar to six of. the last
seven verdicts-losses. But the
frustrating part of the whole
similarity is that the swimmers
just aren't that bad. Rather the
discouraging part is that the team
is doing the best it can with only
nine men in a sport best suited
for fifteen or more.
Case number one: Last Wednesday the team traveled to Amherst
where they were beaten 61-32.
Spread dangerously thin, the team
could manage only 3 first places,
one in the last relay when they
were helplessly behind. As it has
been in most meets this year,
Mike Wright garnered the wins
in his two freestyle events, the
50 and 100. The free relay team
of Captain Doug Watts, Art Ross,
John Notman and, not surprisingly, Wright won their event, but
alas, too late. Sophomore Ward
Godsall took two second places in
the meet, one in the 200 butterfly and the other in the 200 yard
backstroke. Chris Knight rounded
out the "bright spots" for the day
with a second in the 200 yard
breaststroke.
Case number two never really
got off the ground. Faced with the
embarrassing situation of travel-

ing to Bowdoin College in Maine
with a five man swimming team,
Coach Slaughter decided to forfeit the meet. Truly a fine reflection on Trinity when only five
men will turn up to represent the
school in a varsity contest.
Coach Slaughter still thinks the
team can win Friday against Union
and next Tuesday against Tufts if
some of the people who haven't
decided to swim this year, come
down and give the remaining members of the team the advantage
of swimming in their own events.
Besides, the psychological lift of
seeing a full bench cheering him
on, rather than a half dozen bored
bodies will do wonders for a
swimmer. If you don't believe it,
ask one!

Fencers Fall
(Continued from page 7)
Hamilton (4-2), Greenspan (3-3),
and Garrison (2-4) the only multiple winners.
In the battle of the titans, Princeton triumphed over Army, 15-12.
Though the match was decided by
the foil competition, the opening
5-4 lead in sabre as instrumental.
Princeton was led by Jack Carter,
their Olympic sabrer, who won
three.

1969 ENGINEERING GRADUATES

TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERINGIS
THE KEY TO THE
FUTURE
YOURS AND

•

NEW JERSEY'S

;

New Jersey needs your help
to modernize their State Highway
system, commuter railroad
and motor bus operation.
Opportunities exist for
young engineers who
desire early responsible
work in Research-PlanningDesign-Constmction-SurveyMaterial Testing-Site Inspections,
among others.

WE WILL BE
ON CAMPUS
Wednesday,

February 26th
IF DATE IS INCONVENIENT WRITE TO

NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION
;
Division of Personnel
1035 Parkway Ave.,
Trenton, N. J. 0862S
Att: A. L Damico
AN EQUAL.
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER
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Dribblers Clobber

(Continued ;"rom page 8)
bination effectively, and the prep
squad was hard-pressed to even
remain in the game. At half-time
the score was Trinity 46, TrinityPawling 22.
However, the second half was a
different story. The T - P squad
was fired up when they came back
on to the floor, and they soon
pared the Bantam lead to 10. The
Frosh soon pulled back together,
and in dramatic fashion re-established their dominance. With four
minutes remaining, both coaches
emptied the -benches, sending in
their reserves. Both reserve
squads performed credibly, with
several of the Bantams gettinginto
the scorebook.
High scorer for this game was
Harvey Ganzenmuller of Trinity-

Pawling who had 19. Top scorers
for the Bantams were: McGuirk
with 17, Nichols with 16, and Floyd
and Merrill with 10 apiece.
In an earlier weeknignt game
the Bantams fell to Wesleyan 7165. Coach. Wilson wasn't at all
pleased with the performance of his
team, citing a lack of rebounding,
and an ineffective press as being
the main reason for the loss.
The next Frosh contest will be
Thursday, February 20 when they
will meet Coast Guard in Alumni
Memorial Fieldhouse. In their previous meeting, the Bantams beat
the Cadets 68-66 on a last minute
lay-up, so the Coasties will be
out for revenge. Game time is
6:30.
• .
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Fencers Fall to Tigers,
Cadets in Triangular
Trinity's fencers were unable to
come up with a winning combination against either Princeton or
Army Saturday, losing 19-8 and
22-7, respectively.
The squad will face more equitable competition today when Brandeis will visit for a match at 3 p.m.
In the New England tourney last
year, Brandeis finished just behind
second place Trin. This meet
should give an indication of the
Bantams' chances for this year's
New Englands.
Against Princeton, Joel Greenspan notched two victories while
Marshall Garrison, Stu Hamilton,

U 5 asylum street
O M ! ()[' AMKKir.VS PINK STI.'RRS
CkOSIP OH UOMPAV

INTERESTED
IN AN

OVERSEAS
CAREER?

Mr. W.S. Plowman
will be on the campus

FEB. 25, 1969
to discuss qualifications for
• advanced study at
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL

and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at

PAPER TIGERS IMEEQ NOT APPLY.

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
(Formerly: The American Institute
.far Foreign Trade)

P. O. Box 191
Phoenix, Arizona 85001
Affiliated with
The American Management

Association

Blow Yourself
UD POSTER SIZE
1

2 ft. x 3 ft.

5.nd ony Bind om) W(,,f. or Color Pfcoto
from 2M" < 2 H " to 1 1 1 0 . Wa will » n d you o
2 It. • 3 ft. BIO-UP . . . M r f t d POP-ART
POSTER.

A $25 $«» K # |
value for
<9a«9^J'
3 X 4 f t Blo-Up $7.50
A<M 50c (or pott. 4 M l * E A C H . No C.O.D.
A<M loc«l SoWi Ta>
S a x i Cheek or Money Order l a :

PHUT® P#STEM, lac.
210 E. 23rd St., Dent. Ci 37
NeW Yorfi, N. Y'. 10010

Thanks, but they're.just not our type.Young engineers who join us are expected
to move in on some rather formidable
p r o g r a m s . . . with alacrity and lots of
gusto. And a willingness to assume early
responsibilities on demanding assignments is an attribute which wa welcome
warmly. It's the kind of engineering aggressiveness that has brought Sikorsky
Aircraft to dominant stature in a new
world of advanced VTOL aircraft systems.
•

Does this responsibility stir your imagination? Then you, probably should be with,
us. There's ample opportunity for innovation in: aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls »
structures engineering # weight prediction "systems analysis P operations
research • reliability/maintainability
engineering • autonavigation systems
• computer technology • manufacturing engineering • information systems
• marketing . . . and more.

/

• If our criteria parallel your outlook, you'll
find an excellent career environment with
us. You would enjoy working (with a
select group) on exciting, full-spectrum
systems development. And you can watch
your talent and imagination assume
reality in such diverse forms as HeavyLift Skycranes—Tilt Rotor Transports—
High-Speed VTOL Commercial Transports—and much more for tomorrow..

(Continued from page 8) . ;

Paul Meyendorff, Jack Luxemburg, sity squash men. Or as Coach Roy
John Gaston, and Marshall Ken- Dath put it, "Jt-was tough." Army
is reportedly a superior team to
nard each added one apiece.
Navy
and the. Cadets, rank either
Foil was particularly disap; . '.
pointing against the Tigers, win- fifth or sixth in the country.
ning two of nine, while sabre and , Enough in the way. of ah apo-'
. logia; we did not come up. with a
epee grabbed three each.
| single victory' in twenty-seven
The Army duel was worse for 1 individual games. Pete Campbell
the Bantams, Hamilton, however, came the closest with a game that
showed potential championship went past the fifteenth point. Other
form as he whipped all three Cadet than that, things were bleaTc.
foilists. Trin's other two wins
Turning to what's in .store, >vheri
came from Greenspan in sabre asked
about the upcoming battles
and Gaston in epee.
•with Wesleyan, Stony Brook, and
Overall, foil was 5-13, and sabre Brown, Dath expressed the hope
and epee registered 4-14 logs. The that we could win them alii We're
points were well spread with pulling for you, guys.
(Continued on page 6,"

, UTrpon

&tatkpole,

Cubs

And your career advancement can be
materially assisted through our corporationfinanced Graduate Study Program— available at many outstanding schools within
our area.
,
Consult your College Placement Office for
campus interview dates—or—for further
information, write to Mr.'Leo J, Shalvoy,
Professional and Technical Employment.
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Barkhausen Nets Three Goals;
Skaters Trounce New Haven 7-3
Three assists and one goal by
Paul Bushueff and Henry "Smiley"
Barkhausen's hat trick powered the
Trinity hockey team to their sixth
victory of the season, a 7-3 decision over New Haven College Saturday night at the Hartford Arena.
The Bantam icemen thus gained
revenge for a previous 4-0 loss to
New Haven. They go after victory
number seven tonight, meeting
Quinnipiac, a team they already
beat 13-3, in an away contest.
Freshman John Kiley got the
Bantams off to a flying start following a pass from Eushueff, as he
scored in the opening minutes of
the first period. New Haven came
back on a goal by "Dirty Dickie"
Hildebrand.
Then the Bantams took the lead
on two goals by Scott Phillips.
Bushueff was credited with assists
on both tallies. New Haven came
back to narrow the gap to 3-2 on
Paul Kane's goal as the first period
ended.
Barkhausen netted his first goal

of the game at the start of the second period. After about one and a
half minutes were gone, Barkhausen took a pass from freshman
Mike McVoy and smashed it in for
a 4-2 Trin lead. About five minutes
later, "Smiley" scored his second,
this time on an unassisted shot
from the blue line.
Following a major penalty assessed on Frank Stowell, New
Haven scored its final goal of the
game with Trinity one man down.
Later, with Trin still a man down,
Bushueff drove down the ice,
passed to Kiley and received a r e turn pass to score his goal.
The Bantam defense excelled at
this point. Another penalty on Trinity gave New Haven a 6-4 lead in
manpower, but goalie Sheldon
Crosby, Spike Birmingham, and
McVoy held oli the New Haven
charges until Trinity was at full
strength.
With Trinity back at full
strength, Barkhausen netted his
final goal. Barkhausen's tally with

At Choate Today

Cub Squcjshmen Triumph
Dave Nichols watches on as his teammate, number 22, Al Floyd, lays
One Up.

(Peter Devine)

Fresh Dribblers Clobber
Trinity-Pawling 77-55
"We played a good first half,"
commented Coach Joe Wilson after
Saturday's - 77-55 drubbing of
Trinity-Pawling School. The Trinity Frosh now have a season record of. 4 wins and 5 losses.
The eventual outcome was evident from the opening jump. The

Bantams controlled the game,
establishing an 8-0 lead while
allowing the opposition only a few
shots.
•
Although the Frosh were slow to
start, as soon as they warmed up,
the game was a run-away. They
used the press and fast break com(Continued on page 7)

SENIORS
Teaching opportunities for
beginners
in
private
independent
schools.
Education
courses
not
prerequisite.
SCHOOL SERVICE BUREAU
Post Office Box 278K
Windsor, Connecticut

DINNER and RESTAURANT
175 Washington Street

Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.. — Every Day,

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

The Trinity-Pawling squash
team did not provide much of a
warm-up for MikeMoonves' BabyBants as they prepared to meet
Choate in today's match (perhaps
the toughest of the season).
Last Saturday's 7-0 romp made
it six straight for the Moonmen,
bringing their record to 9-2. Meanwhile, the Dathmen were being
romped upon at Army, dropping
their match 9-0.
The frosh did not lose one game,
coming up with twenty-one indi-

vidual victories. Outstanding were
Jay Davis, Frank MacGruer, and
Dick Palmer, numbering two,three, and four . on the team.
Davis overpowered his opponent
with scores of 15-4, 15-4, and
15-10. Even more overpowering
was MacGruer with wins of 15-4,
15-1, and 15-4. Palmer picked up
his three games by margins of
15-9, 15-5, and 15-4.
It was a bad day at United States
Military Academy for Trin's Var(Continued on page 7)

1:31 left gave Trin an insurmountable 7-3 lead.
The final period was a complete
standoff. Goalies Crosby and New
Haven's Bill 'Conlan made repeated saves of attempted shots.
The Trinity barrage was so great
that Conlan was injured, returned
to the game, and by the end was
leaning back on the cage for
support.

Sorry about that
hockey fans
Much to the dismay of a
number of Trinity Hockey
fans, there is no East Windsor exit on route 84 east. If
you were one of the unlucky
few who followed the directions in last Friday's
Tripod to get to the Hartford
Arena, our apologies. The directions were given by a member of the Hockey team who
shall remain anonymous and
were verified by another
player. If it's any consolation
the Tripod sports staff followed the directions and found
the communities of Wapping,
Windermere, and Tolland
beautiful in the dead of winter (making a twenty-minute
ride into an hour and a quarter journey). We also judged
the relative directorial merits
of Shell, Mobil, Atlantic, and
Gas Town stations. Correct
directions will appear in the
Friday's issue, in time for
Saturday's game. Sorry.

Did you like
beer the first time
you tasted it?
A lot of people say no. They say
beer is one of those good things
you cultivate a taste for . . . like
olives, or scotch, or ,
kumquats.
Maybe. But we
think it makes a difference which brand of
beer we're talking
about.
We think Budweiser
is an exception to this "you've
gotta get used to it" rule. It's
so smooth. (You see, no other

beer is Beechwood Aged; it's
a costly way to brew beer, and
it takes more time. But it
works.)
So whether you're
one of the few who
has never tried beer,
or a beer drinker who
suddenly feels the
urge to find out why
so many people enjoy
Budweiser, we think you'll
like it.
From the very first taste.

One Day Service
Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Expert Tailoring

Budweiser. is the King ofgeers.
(But you know that.)

'" '•

Basement Cook A
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS . NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA . HOUSTON . COLUMBUS

All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

